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INITIAL DECISION AND ORDER
Introduction
Respondent, Robert Gordon Darby, appeals from the imposition of a Limited
Denial of Participation (" LDP" ) issued by the Columbia, South Carolina Office of the U.S.

Department of Housing and Urban Development (" HUD" or " the Department" ) on June
19, 1989. He also appeals a debarment proposed by HUD' s A ssistant Secretary for
Housing on A ugust 23, 1989. HUD proposes that Mr. Darby and his affiliates, Darby
Development Company, Inc., Darby Realty Co., Darby Management Co., Inc., MD
Investment, Parkbrook A cres A ssociates, and Parkbrook Developers be debarred from
further participation in primary covered transactions and lower-tier covered transactions
(see 24 CFR 24.110 (a) (1)) as either participants or principals throughout the Executive
Branch of the Federal Government, and from participating in procurement contracts with
HUD for an indefinite period commencing on June 19, 1989 .1
The LDP prohibits Respondent' s participation in all programs administered by the
A ssistant Secretary for Housing in South Carolina for one year. The appeal of the LDP
was consolidated with the appeal of the proposed debarment on September 13, 1989.
A hearing on the consolidated appeals was held in Charleston, South Carolina, from
December 19th to 22nd, 1989. Post-hearing briefs were filed on February 5, 1990.
The LDP and proposed debarment allege that Mr. Darby used a scheme which
employed " strawbuyers" to obtain FHA single family mortgage insurance which he could
not have otherwise obtained. The method used by Mr. Darby is alleged to have certain
consequences which violate various HUD rules. First, it is claimed that the applications
submitted to HUD by the " strawbuyers" contain false information. The Department
contends that even if HUD employees knew the actual facts regarding the transactions, as
opposed to those stated on the application, these employees could not waive the
requirement that the applications be filled out truthfully. Second, the method used by
Mr. Darby permitted him to obtain FHA mortgage commitments without making the
minimum investments required by HUD rules. Third, this method circumvented
safeguards established in the multifamily insurance program which should have applied to
these properties. Finally, the consequence of Mr. Darby' s actions was to saddle HUD
with single family commitments, the loans for which he purposefully defaulted, thereby
placing these properties in the HUD inventory. The Department contends that it cannot
be estopped from debarring Mr. Darby and that his abuse of HUD programs was willful
and so extensive as to warrant Mr. Darby' s indefinite debarment.
Mr. Darby contends that the method used did not violate HUD regulations, and
that there was a complete disclosure of the means used to obtain the insurance made to
employees of the HUD Columbia Office which approved the mortgage insurance
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The A ugust 23, 1989 letter proposed a debarment for five years. By letter dated November 16,
1989, this letter was amended. A dditional allegations were added and the length of the proposed
debarment was increased to an indefinite period.
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commitments. In addition, an employee at HUD Headquarters was advised of the
method used and approved of it. He argues, therefore, that the Department is estopped
from debarring him. He also provided evidence of his good character and reputation as
well as the extensive efforts he made to reduce the damage to HUD once the defaults had
occurred. A s a result, he contends that neither the LDP nor the debarment is warranted,
and, in any event, the proposed debarment for an indefinite period is far too severe for
what occurred, and is, therefore, punitive2 . He also notes that a considerable period has
passed between the alleged misconduct and the LDP and debarment actions. In fact,
changes have been made to HUD rules which would prevent Mr. Darby' s present use of
the method used at that time. A ccordingly, he contends that no purpose is served either
by the LDP or a debarment for any period.
Findings of Fact
General Background
Robert Gordon Darby is a self-employed real estate developer who conducts his
business in South Carolina. He graduated from Newberry College, South Carolina, in
1961 and from the Northwestern University School of Mortgage Banking in 1963. He
worked for Carolina National Mortgage Co. in Charleston until 1965. A fter working as a
real estate agent, he formed the Darby Realty Company in 1968, selling residential real
estate and insurance. In 1971, doing business as Darby Construction Co., he began
building single family homes as well as several mobile home parks and single family
subdivisions. He built approximately 1500 homes. In 1977, he stopped building single
family homes, formed the Darby Development Company, and began developing and
managing multifamily rental projects through that company. He developed approximately
eight projects comprising approximately 1,000 units. (Tr. pp. 799 -803) He began
dealing with HUD in 1961 and has continued to work with HUD since that time. (Tr. p.
804) He is familiar with HUD single family and multifamily programs. He has a
reputation in the HUD Columbia Office for honesty and professionalism. (Tr. pp. 390,
391, 586, 607)
Lonnie Garvin, Jr., is a mortgage banker. A lso from South Carolina, he graduated
from the University of South Carolina in 1958. He began his career with Southern
Mortgage Company, an FHA approved mortgagee, in 1958. He worked his way from
loan servicing agent through loan origination officer to president of the company in 1972.
In 1976, he and other Southern Mortgage employees left to form a new company,
Mid-South, which also became a HUD-approved mortgagee concentrating in HUD
2
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multifamily rental insurance programs. (Tr. pp. 651, 652) He was the president of
Mid-South until December 1985 when its parent company made the decision to relocate
its principal activities to Greenville, South Carolina, at which time he left the company.
(Tr. pp. 652, 653) Mr. Garvin has extensive experience with HUD programs,
principally in the Section 221(d) (4) multifamily rental insurance program. He has a
reputation in the HUD Columbia Office of being an extremely knowledgeable and
trustworthy mortgagee. (Tr. pp. 408, 410, 587, 588)
In 1981, the real estate market in South Carolina was depressed. There was little
single family or multifamily development activity due to high interest rates. (Tr. pp. 71,
73, 224, 225, 395, 451, 581, 657, 658, 808, 812) There was also a severe
shortage of rental housing. (Tr. p. 657) In early 1981, Mr. Garvin originated a plan to
use the existing HUD/ FHA single family mortgage insurance program (12 U.S.C. Sec.
1709 (b)) to finance the construction of rental units on existing lots. Once he obtained
financing for the construction of the units, he would pay off the construction loans with
the proceeds from the single family mortgage insured by HUD. Once the units were
constructed, they would be rented. Mr. Garvin recognized that there would be a period
where there would be a negative cash flow. This was because the rents could not be set
high enough to offset the debt service resulting from the high interest rates. His plan
envisioned the use of syndication. A syndicate would own the property and cover the
operating deficits in return for tax write-offs for its limited partner investors. He also
anticipated that the high rate of inflation would continue and would drive up rents. Once
interest rates came down and the rents increased, a point would be reached when the
properties could be sold or refinanced. (Tr. pp. 658-660) He expected this point to be
reached in four to five years. (Tr. pp. 660, 661) The units were to be designed for
resale as single family homes. They would have individual water meters, sewer taps, and
would be architecturally designed to blend with surrounding single family housing. (Tr. p.
659)
One of the principal HUD programs provides for the insurance of single family
mortgages. This is authorized by Section 203 (b) of the National Housing A ct .3 The
purpose of the single family mortgage insurance program is to facilitate home ownership
by owner-occupants. (Tr. pp. 33, 261, 330) However, until recently, limited use of
the program by investors was permitted. (Tr. pp. 36, 190, 330). 4
3
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Two programs specifically authorized the use of this program by builders. These were the " builder
escrow" commitment and the " builder bailout program" . The first program permitted a builder to obtain a
mortgage in his own name if the property were to be rented. His mortgage was limited to 85% of that
available to an owner-occupant. This money was placed in escrow. In the event the property was not sold
within 18 months, the amount placed in escrow would be applied to the mortgage and used to reduce
4

A lthough the HUD/ FHA single family mortgage insurance program could be used
for investment purposes in the early 1980s, this was not its primary purpose. The
statute, as implemented by HUD, set forth certain restrictions on the use of this program
for speculation. The two limitations pertinent to this case are: (1) the restrictions on the
amount HUD can insure, i.e., minimum investment requirements and (2) limitations on
the number of mortgages issued to a single borrower.
Section 203 (b) establishes limits on the amount of a mortgage which HUD can
insure. HUD can insure no more than 97% of the first $25,000 and 95% of any
amount in excess of the first $25,000. Stated conversely, a minimum investment of 3%
of the first $25,000 and 5% of any amount in excess of $25,000 is required to be paid
by the borrower. (Tr. pp. 47, 77 ) A s stated supra, investors were required to invest
even more in the property, HUD' s commitment being limited to 85% of the amount an
owner-investor could obtain. (Tr. p. 76, HUD HB 4000.2 Rev-1, Para. 2-6 (b) (4) (a)
(A pril 1982)), Govt. Ex. G-154) The above rules applied to purchases. " Refinances"
did not require any minimum investment. 5
HUD' s commitment to what it would be for an investor. (Tr. p. 55, HUD HB 4000.2 Rev-1, Para. 2-6 (b)
(4) (b)) The second program permitted builders to refinance construction loans prompted by high interest
rates. A gain, builders were limited to a mortgage of 85% of that available to an owner-occupant. (Tr. p.
509) This program was temporary and existed from A pril 1980 to A pril 1981. (Tr. p. 37, 100).
Neither of these programs was involved in this case. They do, however, demonstrate that under certain
circumstances use of the program for investment purposes was permitted by Section 203 (b).
5

The minimum amount of investment for purchase by an owner-occupant is the difference between
the " cost of acquisition" and the maximum allowable mortgage amount. The " cost of acquisition" is the
contract sales price plus closing costs. In a refinance transaction, there is no " cost of acquisition" and no
requirement for a minimum investment (Tr. p. 77, HUD HB 4000.2 Rev-1, Para. 2-11, Govt. Ex. G-93,
Govt. Ex. G-154)). A n illustration of the differences between the two types of transactions (purchase
versus refinance) is set forth in the Inspector General' s audit as follows:
" To illustrate the calculation of the insured mortgage amount on the case we reviewed, we will use a
property with acquisition costs of $68,600 ($66,600 sales price plus $2,000 estimated closing costs) and
an appraised value of $80,000. Based on these amounts a calculation of the maximum mortgage follows:
A cquisition
Cost
───────────
$25,000
43,600
68,600
═════════

97% of
95% of
Total acquisition cost
Maximum mortgage for owner-occupant
Maximum mortgage for owner-non-occupant
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Mortgage
A mount
────────
$24,250
41,420
$65,670
═════════
65,670
85%
$55,800

═════════
A cquisition cost
Maximum mortgage
Minimum investment

$68,600
55,800
$12,800
════════
Because the loans were represented as refinancing transactions instead of purchases, the mortgage insured by
HUD was 85 percent of the maximum amount available to an owner-occupant using appraised value plus
closing costs, without regard to acquisition cost and the minimum investment. In the case illustrated, the
HUD-insured mortgage was $66,600 instead of $55,800:
A ppraised
V alue
$25,000
57,000
82,000
═════════

97% of
95% of
Total (including closing costs)

Insured mortgage amount

(Govt. Ex. G-93, p. 5) (Emphasis in original)
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Mortgage
A mount
$24,250
54,150
$78,400
═════════
85%
$66,600
══════════"

HUD also placed limitations on the number of properties for which HUD would
commit mortgage insurance held by the same borrower. This " Rule of Seven" , set forth
in HUD regulations as early as December 1971, is stated in a HUD Handbook as follows:
A mortgage on a property upon which there is a one to four family dwelling
to be rented by the mortgagor is not eligible if the property is a part of, or
adjacent or contiguous to a project, subdivision or group of similar rental
properties which involve eight or more dwelling units if the mortgagor or
principals have any financial interest in such properties. The terms
" adjacent" and " contiguous" mean touching or adjoining.
(HUD HB 4155.1, Para. 1-14 (g) (A pril 1977), Govt. Ex. G-153 (a) ) 6
Both of these restrictions are designed to limit defaults. The requirement for a
minimum investment acts to reduce the amount of debt service. The restriction on the
number of single family units held by the same borrower is designed to prevent mass
defaults. (Tr. pp. 39, 277) If a large number of properties enter the HUD inventory in
the same geographic area, the cost to the taxpayer will be markedly increased. First, the
difficulty of selling an extensive supply of properties results in increased management fees.
Second, the availability of an extensive supply of housing tends to reduce the sales price
of the properties. (Tr. p. 39)
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See also 24 CFR 203.42.
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The " Rule of Seven" was intended to reduce the risk of mass defaults by limiting
the number of single family mortgages held by the same borrower in a given location. In
effect it draws an arbitrary line between single family and multifamily projects. 7 In the
case of multifamily projects, HUD has attempted to deal with the risk of mass defaults in
the underwriting process and by maintaining oversight of the projects once the mortgage
commitments have been issued. The Department insures multifamily projects pursuant to
Section 207 of the National Housing A ct .8 The approach used in underwriting involves a
different method of valuation. A single family mortgage is evaluated by the relationship
of the debt to the resale value of the property, whereas a multifamily project is evaluated
by the relationship of the debt to the income it can produce.9 (Tr. pp. 276, 353) If the
amount of income is insufficient to support the debt, more " up front" money is required
from the borrower. (Tr. p. 356) In addition, HUD requires: (1) a market analysis to
determine financial feasibility; (2) cost certifications audited by independent public
accountants to limit the maximum insured amount; and (3) " previous participation
clearance" to evaluate the past performance of the borrower. (Govt. Ex. G-93, pp. 8, 9)
HUD' s oversight is accomplished through regulatory agreements10 , management
agreements11 , the reporting of income and expenses, and model lease approval. HUD
maintains the right to audit income and expenses and to require monthly market
absorption reports. (Tr. pp. 353, 354) In addition to these requirements, HUD
requires compliance with federal wage and hour laws and environmental protection laws.
(Tr. pp. 358, 609)
7

A nother distinction exists by virtue of the number of units in a particular " site" . A ny site with over
four " rental dwelling units" is considered multifamily. 24 CFR 207.24 (a). The Department does not
contend that this rule was violated by Respondents.
8

12 U.S.C. Sec. 1702. There are two types of multifamily programs, " new construction" and
" existing" . Under the " new construction" program, Section 221, HUD will guarantee 90% of the net
income. Under the " existing" housing program, Section 223 (f), mortgages can be insured for the whole
amount of developments which have been completed more than three years previously. (Tr. pp. 357 -358 )
9

The Department determines the amount for which the units in the proposed project can be rented.
It then estimates the " replacement cost" of a project and the " supportable cost" . The " supportable cost" is
the cost which can be supported by the projected income after subtracting the operating expenses. (Tr. p.
353)
10

These provide HUD with certain controls over mortgagors. These controls include: (1) the
requirement for an annual financial report certified by an independent public accountant; (2) a prohibition
against paying out of funds except from surplus cash, except for reasonable operating expenses and necessary
repairs, without HUD approval; and (3) HUD concurrence in any transfer of physical assets. (Govt. Ex
G-93, p. 8)
11

The management agreement must conform to the regulatory agreement. By approving the
management agreement, HUD approves the management agent and management fee which is limited to
those prevailing in the local area. (Govt. Ex. G-93, p. 8)
8

A s stated above, HUD rules in existence in the early 1980s provided for the
insurance of existing mortgages as well as those incurred initially by way of a purchase and
sale. These rules recognized that refinances differed from purchase and sale transactions
in certain respects. The amount to be financed was less than for a new mortgage by an
owner-occupant .12 There was no " cost of acquisition" in a refinancing transaction since
the property was already owned by the borrower. The amount to be financed was based
upon HUD' s appraisal of the actual value of the property .13 There was a requirement for
the verification of the existing mortgage. (Tr. p. 107) If the amount of the new loan
exceeded the original mortgage, the borrower could " pull out" the excess cash. There
were no limitations placed on the use to which this money could be put. (Tr. pp. 190,
191, 221 ) 14 A HUD Handbook prohibited the use of permanent loans to refinance
construction loans. However, this Handbook was not distributed to mortgagees.15

12

The HUD rule in effect in 1982 states:
A n existing mortgage, insured or uninsured, may be refinanced with a new mortgage insured
under this section. The maximum mortgage amount and loan-to-value ratio is the same as
if it were a new mortgage, further limited to the larger of 85 percent of the amount of a
new mortgage available to an owner-occupant, or the existing indebtedness related to the
property plus the cost of repairs and refinancing. A statement of the purpose of the loan
must accompany the application.

(HUD HB 4000.2 Rev-1, Para. 2-11 (A pril 1982), Govt. Ex. G-154)
13

A ppraisers could be either HUD employees, or contract or " fee" appraisers. HUD also accepted
appraisals made by the V eterans A dministration. (Tr. p. 77)
14

Cash could not be taken out after May 16, 1985. (Tr. p. 98, Govt. Ex. G-138)

15

Handbook 4190.1 was referred to but not introduced into evidence by the Department. (Tr. pp.
208, 217, 221) Because it is not distributed to mortgagees and because there is no evidence that either
Respondent or Mr. Garvin were aware of its provisions, I have not considered it as a basis for sanctioning
Respondent.
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The restrictions placed on the issuance of multifamily commitments make it easy to
see why a developer or lender, faced with high interest rates and a sluggish environment
for multifamily projects would prefer the single family mortgage insurance program. The
chief obstacle was the " Rule of Seven" .16
The Garvin Transactions
In mid 1981, Mr. Garvin approached the HUD Columbia Office and learned from
HUD employees, Henry Granat, Deputy Director for Housing Development, and Robert
DesChamps, Chief of the Mortgage Credit Branch, that the application of the Rule of
Seven would be satisfied by dividing up the units so that any particular borrower would
have no more than seven units at the time of loan closing. (Tr. p. 663 ) 17 This entailed
the use of an individual who would be given title to the property prior to closing and
would subsequently transfer it to a syndicate. The individuals selected for this purpose
were the employees of Mid-South.

16

Since the mid 1970s, waivers of the Rule of Seven have been granted by the Department. (Tr. pp.
89, 314) A regulation providing for such waivers became effective on October 6, 1982. See 24 CFR
203.248. That regulation provides that a waiver can be granted only in writing by the Secretary or
A ssistant Secretary for Housing. Recommendations for a waiver of the rule are made by the local field office
and approved by the A ssistant Secretary for Housing. (Tr. pp. 40, 88) Waivers were approved in
1982-1983. (Tr. p. 314) Bill Park, Chief of the Single Family Mortgage Credit Branch in Headquarters,
testified that, from the mid 1970s to 1985, waivers were seldom requested and were not normally granted.
(Tr. pp. 89-90)
He testified that, from 1985 to 1987, it was fairly typical to grant waivers in cases involving refinance
transactions where investors with pre-existing HUD-insured loans sought to obtain lower interest rates. (Tr.
p. 90). Mr. Nistler testified that, with regard to the period from February 1984 to March 1989, his
tenure as Deputy A ssistant Secretary for Single Family Housing, he does not recall an instance where a
request for a waiver was denied. (Tr. p. 513)
17

Mr. Garvin testified as follows:
I asked what did they mean by that and I was told that a geographic area was a particular
subdivision. A nd I specifically asked the question, " Then you' re saying if I' m in
subdivision A , we can do seven units but if I move across the street to subdivision B, we can
do seven more, that' s a different geographic area." I was told yes. A nd then I inquired as
to when the Rule of Seven applied and I was told that it applied at the time of loan closing.
A t the time the loans were closed, one individual could not have more than seven units. In
fact, we even had a discussion as to how you do duplexes if you were limited to seven units,
could you do seven duplexes or could you do three and a half duplexes. . . The answer was
it was units, we had to do three and a half and we could take two people together and use
their halves to get 14 units out of two people.

(Tr. pp. 662-663)
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The prototype for this method was a 30 -unit duplex consisting of 15 duplexes
called Plantation Ridge. Mid-South' s development company, Tandem Development, and
Southern Homebuilders, a construction company, formed a development partnership.
This partnership located single family duplex lots and obtained options to purchase these
lots based on obtaining HUD firm commitments for Section 203 (b) mortgage insurance.
Plans and specifications were submitted to the HUD Columbia Office together with
applications for conditional commitments.
The issuance of mortgage commitments is a three-step process. The first step
involves the issuance of conditional commitments. A lender submits an application and
an appraisal is requested. A fter the site is evaluated and the property appraised,18
construction can begin. Inspections are made during the construction phase and a final
inspection report is issued. (Tr pp. 397-402) The V aluation Branch is responsible
during this phase.19 The second step, or firm commitment process, involves the evaluation
of the borrower' s credit. This is done by the Mortgage Credit Branch, based upon
application (HUD Form 92900) submitted by the borrower. A fter credit approval, a
" firm commitment" is issued. The third step, insurance of the mortgage, takes place only
after credit approval and final inspection.
The HUD Columbia Office, in accordance with single family commitment
procedures, reviewed the plans and specifications, appraised the value of the finished
units, and issued conditional commitments. Subsequently, a syndication, known as the
March Company, agreed to syndicate the Plantation Ridge Development.
Mid-South prepared applications for firm commitments for mortgage insurance
using a HUD Standard Form 92900.1, " HUD/ FHA A pplication for Commitment for
Insurance under the National Housing A ct" . (Tr. pp. 668, 669). These applications
were signed by employees of Mid-South.20
Blocks 8 (a) and 24 (m) set forth the amount of the loan. This amount was
determined by calculating the maximum insured mortgage amount based on the HUD
18

Since there was no established purchase price, HUD appraisers determined the value of the property.

19

The Rule of Seven does not apply to conditional commitments as the identity of the mortgagor is
not known. There is no reference to the rule in the HUD Single Family V aluation Handbooks. (R. Ex. G,
Tr. p. 469)
20

The applications, generically described below, are those submitted by Mr. Garvin and his employees
in connection with Plantation Ridge and other projects. The Department introduced 89 exhibits containing
various applications which involved the Respondent. (Govt. Exs. G-38 (d) to G-89 (d))
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appraisal. (Tr. p. 673)
Block 9 (a) of the form states the purpose of the loan. This information assists
HUD in determining the maximum loan amount. (Tr. p. 78) There are eight
possibilities one of which is to be selected by checking the appropriate block. The blocks
include the " purchase of an existing house previously occupied" , purchasing an " existing
home not previously occupied" , " constructing a home-proceeds to be paid out of
construction" , or " refinance" . In each case, the " refinance" block was checked.
Block 9 (b) contains information regarding the type of borrower. The choices
include " occupant" , " builder" , or " landlord" . In each case the " landlord" block was
checked.
Block 15 lists the estimated monthly payment, including debt service, taxes, etc.
The amount shown on the application exceeds the estimated rental income listed in Block
23 (a). Thus anyone reading the form would note that there is a shortfall.
Blocks 21 and 22 list the applicant' s assets and liabilities. Those listed were the
personal assets and liabilities of the applying Mid-South employee, not those of the
ultimate owner.
Block 24 contains spaces for the listing of the individual cost items comprising the
total estimated cost of the property. This was calculated by estimating prepaid items,
discounts, and closing costs, etc., and subtracting this amount from the HUD maximum
insured amount listed in blocks 8 (a) and 24 (m). Block 24 is part of Section II of the
form. Block 24 (f) is checked if the borrower is applying to refinance a loan. (Tr. pp.
674-676) The forms were filled out with the notation, " payoff const. [ construction]
loan" .
Block 31 is located in Section V of the form which is entitled " Borrowers
Certification" . Block 31 (a) (1) asks, " Do you own or have you sold, within the past 12
months, other real estate?" This question is followed by six blocks which break the
question into three separate components with " yes" or " no" answers. The question
relating to ownership is answered, " yes" . The next question " is it to be sold?" is
answered, " no" . The final question asks if it is a HUD/ FHA mortgage. This question is
answered, " yes" .
Block 31 (a) (3) asks, " If the dwelling to be covered by this mortgage is to be
rented, is it a part of, adjacent or contiguous to any project, subdivision, or group rental
properties involving eight or more dwelling units in which you have any financial interest?"
In each case the block checked is " no" . If the question were answered in the affirmative,
a further question asks for details.
12

Block 31 (b) (5) contains the following language: " The borrower certifies that all
information in this application is given for the purpose of obtaining a loan to be insured
under the National Housing A ct, or guaranteed by the V eterans A dministration and the
information in Section II is true and complete to the best of his/ her knowledge and
belief."
Block 33 states the following: " (S)ignature of borrower(s) (before signing, review
accuracy of application and certifications.)"
Following the signature block and located at the bottom of the form is the
following statement in bold print: " Federal statutes provide severe penalties for any
fraud, intentional misrepresentation, or criminal connivance or conspiracy purposed to
influence the issuance of any guarantee or issuance by the V A or USDA -FmHA
A dministrator or the HUD/ FHA Commissioner."
The loan proceeds were to be used to refinance and pay off the construction loans
that would be used to build the units with permanent financing at a relatively low rate. In
the case of Plantation Ridge and other properties to follow, the construction loan was not
obtained until after firm commitments were issued by HUD since the proposed
construction lender required assurance that permanent financing would be available to pay
off the construction loan. (Tr. pp. 670, 674) This is standard industry practice. (Tr.
p. 670) Since construction lenders typically loan less than the value of the completed
home, each of these transactions resulted in a surplus. (Tr. p. 675) This surplus could
be pulled out of the transaction under existing HUD rules. (Tr. pp. 98, 678, Govt. Ex.
G-138)
A fter the applications for firm commitments were prepared by Mid-South, Mr.
Garvin again met with Mr. DesChamps and Mr. Granat. This meeting occurred in
November 1981. A t the meeting, Mr. Garvin made clear to these HUD employees the
following elements of his plan: (a) that he (Mr. Garvin) was proposing the construction of
projects consisting of more than seven units (Tr. pp. 452) ; (b) the Section 203 (b) single
family insurance program would be used for permanent financing of this construction (Tr.
pp. 452, 453); (c) the applications would be made in the name of Mid-South employees
in order to comply with the Rule of Seven (Tr. p. 453); (d) these employees would
obtain title to properties, seven at a time, and transfer the properties to a syndicate (Tr.
pp. 431, 432, 453, 454); and (e) the syndicate would cover the " shortfall" in return for
tax write-offs (Tr. pp. 454, 455). What they were not told was that individuals owning
interests in the entities transferring the properties to the Mid-South employees would get
the properties back through other entities in which they also owned interests. (Tr. pp.
468, 469) A lthough these HUD employees did not realize initially that these
13

transactions would be characterized by the borrowers as " refinances" , they should have
known this as soon as the applications were received. (Tr. pp. 431, 432)
Mr. DesChamps, at the direction of Mr. Granat and in the presence of Mr. Garvin,
called HUD Headquarters in Washington, D.C., for advice. He spoke with Ruth Studer, a
HUD employee in the Headquarters Single Family Division, Mortgage Credit Section.
Ms. Studer was at that time one of two staff employees responsible for answering
questions from the field relating to the single family mortgage credit programs. (Tr. pp.
59, 67) She had considerable expertise in this area and was described as the " point
person" for dealing with field questions by the former Deputy A ssistant Secretary for
Single Family Housing, James Nistler. (Tr. p. 514) Based upon the description of the
transaction she was given, she advised that HUD program requirements would not be
violated.21
Mr. DesChamps prepared a memorandum of his conversation with Ms. Studer
which is dated November 24, 1981. Delphic in its ambiguity, this document states that
the thirty duplex proposal was described to Ms. Studer and that she said " . . .it was legal
provided the Mortgage Credit Section imposed its limited ownership rules on the
proposed mortgagors." (Govt. Ex. G-109 ) 22

21

Ms. Studer, who is now retired, does not remember either this conversation or the subsequent
conversation discussed below. She testified that she received approximately thirty questions relating to the
Rule of Seven per week. (Tr. p. 331) She testified that she would have said it would be consistent with
HUD rules for an individual who had obtained FHA loans on seven units to sell or transfer the properties and
come back for seven more as long as there was no continuing financial interest held by the seller. (Tr. p.
334)
22

The memorandum indicates that the primary concern of Messrs. DesChamps and Garvin was
whether the Rule of Seven applied to seven units or seven duplexes. She told them it meant units.
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The HUD Columbia Office approved the firm commitment applications for
Plantation Ridge. A construction loan was secured by the Tandem/ Southern
Homebuilders' partnership. The homes were built and inspected by HUD during the
construction. Upon completion, a final inspection was given. This is a prerequisite to
the issuance of the mortgage insurance. (Tr. pp. 681, 709) Since Mr. Garvin intended
this arrangement to constitute the refinancing of a construction loan, he understood that it
was necessary for the " borrowers" to have title at the time of closing.23 Thus, prior to
closing these transactions, Tandem/ Southern transferred the title to the units to the
individual Mid-South employees. A fter closing, these same individuals transferred title to
a syndicated limited partnership which owned and operated the units as Plantation Ridge
Development. Tandem Development was the corporate general partner with a 1/ 2 of one
percent interest. The other general partner, also with a 1/ 2 of one percent interest, was
Mr. Garvin. (Tr. p. 681) The limited partners held the remaining 99 percent.
The limited partnership was syndicated through the March Company. (Tr. p.
682) It took title to the units " subject to" the insured mortgages rather than " assuming"
the mortgages. A ssumption of the mortgages would have adversely affected the tax basis
of the limited partnership and its partners (Tr. pp. 687, 688, 693, R. Ex. RR) The
" borrowers" remained contingently liable on the mortgages. (Tr p. 776)

23

Where an individual borrows money to purchase property in the first instance, that purchaser does
not have title at closing. (Tr. p. 433) Where an individual borrows money to refinance, he/ she necessarily
has title before closing. Because Mr. Garvin intended to characterize these transactions as refinances, he had
to demonstrate that the borrowers had title no later than the closing. This is consistent with Mr. Garvin
having been told by HUD Columbia Office employees that the relevant time for purposes of applying the
Rule of Seven was the time of closing. (Tr. p. 663)
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Subsequently, Mid-South used the Plantation Ridge financing and syndication
process for other developments.24 Between 1981 and 1984, Mid-South processed
approximately 1050 Section 203 (b) applications through the HUD Columbia Office.
Over 1600 units were developed. (Tr. pp. 704, 705) A t the HUD Columbia Office
most of these applications were processed by one man, Charles Bennett, who worked
under the supervision of Mr. DesChamps. (Tr. p. 602) There was no attempt to conceal
these transactions. A pplication packages too bulky to mail were grouped together and
sent by Mid-South in boxes by bus to the HUD Columbia Office. Mr. Bennett " kept
score" to make sure that no Mid-South employee had title to more than seven properties
at a time. (Tr. pp. 683, 686) Upon completion of the Plantation Ridge transactions,
Mr. Garvin advised Mr. DesChamps by letter that the " individual owners" deeded the
property to Plantation Ridge A ssociates which was now financially and legally responsible
for the units. (R. Ex. NNN). Other letters and reports on the status of the later
projects were sent by Mr. Garvin to Mr. DesChamps. These clearly establish that Mr.
DesChamps knew that the applicants for firm commitments were not, in fact, and were
never intended to be, the ultimate purchasers.25
While HUD employees in Columbia knew of and approved the financing pattern,
they only slowly became aware of the extent of its use by Mid-South. This was because
HUD did not have a tracking system to match the volume of applications for units with
the geographic locations of these units. (Tr. p. 383) A t some point in early 1983, the
Director of Housing and Mr. Granat made a site visit to one or more of Mid-South' s
projects. (Tr. p. 466) Their report resulted in the first conscious realization by HUD
Columbia Office personnel of the extent and location of the rental projects Mid-South was
24

A fter other projects were developed, U.S. Shelter Corporation, the parent of Mid-South, became
the management agent for most of the projects. The general partners executed operating deficit loan
agreements with the limited partnerships agreeing to fund the operating deficits for a specific period, usually
four to five years. The permanent loans were placed in GNMA Mortgagee-Backed Securities Pools. (Govt.
Ex. G-93, pp. 1-2)
25

On A pril 23, 1982, Mr. Garvin requested Mr. DesChamps to reconsider his rejection of the
application of a Wayne Baker in another development, Tarpon Bay II, because of his insufficient funds. Mr.
Garvin pointed out that Mr. Baker' s funds were actually going to be covered by the tax syndication. He also
requested that Baker' s name be substituted on applications which had previously been approved in Mr.
Garvin' s own name because the March Company had determined that Mr. Garvin' s role as applicant
conflicted with his role as general partner. (R. Ex. QQ) On June 30, 1982, Mr. Garvin requested Mr.
DesChamps to substitute another borrower, Mr. Tucker, because he was to become a general partner in the
Tarpon Bay II partnership. (R. Ex. RR) On March 31, 1983, Mr. Garvin wrote to Mr. DesChamps
informing him that Plantation Ridge and Tarpon Bay II were completed. He stated that " [ o] ur people no
longer have any financial responsibility for those units." The rest of the letter goes on to tell Mr. DesChamps
about the progress of other developments, Oak Ridge, Greenhurst, Maritimes and Parkbrook A cres. (R. Ex.
TT)
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financing under the single family mortgage insurance program. In the understated words
of Mr. DesChamps, " we got a little burned." (Tr. p. 467)
This knowledge stanched neither the flow, nor approval, of Mid-South applications,
however. Mr. Granat asked his section chiefs to review the correctness of their approval
of the applications and was told by them that everything was in order. (Tr. p. 599) Just
to make sure, Mr. DesChamps again contacted Ms. Studer on March 30, 1983. A
memorandum to Mr. Granat of this conversation was prepared on A pril 8, 1983. 26 This
memorandum states a great deal more about the nature of the transactions than the
previous memorandum of November 24, 1981. In the memorandum Mr. DesChamps
states that he explained to Ms. Studer, " in detail," that " we were issuing firm
commitments to applicants who were closing the loans and then transferring ownership to
the March Company for syndication. The March Company in turn was selling ownership
to Limited Partners as investors." Mr. DesChamps states that he asked Ms. Studer
whether HUD should be concerned with the " one entity ownership" of these units. She
replied that although the ideal way to transfer title would be through the use of an
assumption, HUD had no control over what the owners did with the property since it was
" invested in fee simple" . A mortgagor could elect not to assign and transfer the
mortgage, thus retaining a contingent liability. The possibility of violating the Davis-Bacon
wage and hour requirements was also discussed. The memorandum claims Ms. Studer
was unconcerned with this and that what Mid-South was doing was " quite prevalent in
California." The answer " no" to the question on the application concerning the
ownership of more than seven units was also discussed. A ccording to the Memorandum,
Ms. Studer said this answer should not be questioned because " this was [ the applicant' s]
statement over his signature and certification." (Govt. Ex. G-111)
During this period the HUD Columbia Office was headed by Franklin H. Corley,
Jr. He first focused on the Mid-South financing pattern in the Spring of 1983. (Tr. p.
373) It was brought to his attention by office employees who were concerned with the
volume of units being generated by Mid-South. In addition, another builder had asked
permission to use Mid-South' s methods to finance its own properties. Mr. Corley orally
advised the builder that he could use the Mid-South financing program because HUD
Columbia " had permission from Washington to go in this direction." The builder " came
back about two weeks later stating that his attorney advised him not to participate in this
because he felt like it was a violation of the multifamily rules and regulations." (Tr. pp.
379, 380) Mr. Corley asked his staff to prepare a memorandum summarizing the
Mid-South financing methods. Mr. Garvin was asked to provide information regarding
the number of units for which commitments were issued together with their location. Mr.
26

A gain, Ms. Studer has no independent recollection of the conversation. (Tr. p. 331)
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Garvin did so. (Tr. pp. 381-383). The requested memorandum, dated A ugust 30,
1983, was sent to Philip A brams, A cting A ssistant Secretary for Housing/ FHA
Commissioner. The memorandum describes the transaction as follows:

A ttached is a confidential outline of a proposal. . . as a vehicle for
financing groups of duplex units to be constructed in South Carolina.
We have information that indicates these principals wish to construct
1600 such units throughout South Carolina, using this same financing
arrangement. The contractors expect to sell the individual duplexes
to the officers and employees of the Tandem Company who will
close the loan on that unit. A fter the closing of the permanent loan
on each duplex, it will be sold to the partnership subject to the FHA
insured loan under Section 203 (b).
(Emphasis added) (Govt. Ex. G-112)
The memorandum goes on to state, " We are concerned with the monitoring of a
program so wide in scope as well as the risk of exposure we would have under the single
entity ownership of the rental properties during the term of the insured loan." (Id.) Mr.
Corley' s memorandum is misleading. It does not reflect that the financing arrangement
was a fait accompli; rather it is referred to as a " proposal" and is written in the future
tense.27
Mr. A brams' reply, dated September 23, 1983, states that the " proposal" is
" unacceptable" . It notes that the plan is a vehicle to circumvent the regulations limiting
the number of closely located rental units in which the same mortgagor may have a
financial interest and that there are no " long term risks to the partnership." (Govt. Ex.
G-114) Because the memorandum to Mr. A brams did not advise HUD Headquarters
that Mid-South' s activities had already been approved by the HUD Columbia Office in
numerous cases, the reply does not require any corrective action.
Upon receipt of the A brams' reply, the HUD Columbia Office stopped the
approval of new applications but continued to process and approve firm commitments for
53 conditional commitments already issued to Mid-South. (Tr. pp. 706, 776, Govt. Ex.
93, p. 9) Mr. Corley offered to accompany Mr. Garvin to appeal HUD' s decision. Mr.
27

Mr. Corley does not remember signing this memorandum but is familiar with it. (Govt. Ex. G-112,
Tr. p. 379)
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Garvin declined because he felt that " . . .we had all the property we could manage
properly and handle." (Tr. pp. 706, 776, 785)

The Darby Transactions
I. Bay Tree and Oakfield
Mr. Darby' s utilization of Mid-South' s financing methods began in mid-1982. He
had previously purchased two properties, Bay Tree, located in Mt. Pleasant, South
Carolina, and Oakfield, located in North Charleston, South Carolina. The Bay Tree and
Oakfield developments involved existing housing units. These financing arrangements
differed from the projects developed by Mr. Garvin in that the mortgages were assumed
by Darby Development, Inc., and were not syndicated. Mr. Darby paid off the
construction loans, but he and his company remained liable on the new mortgages. Mr.
Darby used the syndication method devised by Mr. Garvin in developing Parkbrook A cres.

Bay Tree originally consisted of 25 single lots and 175 townhouse lots. (Tr. pp.
805, 806) He sold the single lots, and built townhouses on the remaining lots. A s
interest rates rose, he found himself with 35 completed but unsold townhouses which are
the subject of the transactions at issue. Two of these were held in his own name, the rest
were owned by Darby Development Company of which he was sole owner. Mr. Darby
had outstanding construction loans on these properties tied to the prime rate which was
running as high as 21%. (Tr. pp. 807, 808, 811, 812)
The Oakfield development consisted of nine townhouses similar to those at Bay
Tree. Title to these properties was held by MD Investment, a partnership bet ween Mr.
Darby and Curtis Martin, a builder. A s was the case with Bay Tree, Mr. Darby could not
sell these units because of high interest rates. A t the same time, he was burdened with
construction loans tied to the prime rate. (Tr. p. 812)
Mr. Darby needed to obtain permanent financing at a lower rate. In mid-1982,
he learned that FHA money was available at the rate of 12% from Howard Russell of
Standard Federal Savings and Loan. (Tr. p. 815) He also knew that Mr. Garvin was able
to obtain FHA permanent financing for duplex projects. In mid-1982, he asked Mr.
Garvin how it was done. Mr. Garvin explained the Mid-South financing methods, and
told him that it had HUD approval. (Tr. pp. 812, 813, 819) Mr. Darby had done
business with Mr. Garvin for many years and never had any reason to question Mr.
Garvin' s integrity. (Tr. pp. 819-821) A t this time Mr. Darby had been trying to
arrange permanent financing from Cambridge Mortgage Company. A fter learning of Mr.
19

Garvin' s method he asked Cambridge to arrange permanent financing for Bay Tree and
Oakfield. Cambridge experienced difficulties in completing the applications and
frequently resorted to Mr. Garvin for assistance. (Tr. pp. 702, 703, 774, 775) Mr.
Garvin decided it was easier to do it himself rather than explain the process to Cambridge.
(Tr. pp. 702, 703, 774, 775, 815)
Following the Mid-South examples, Mr. Darby completed seven applications in his
own name. 28 (Tr. p. 816, Govt. Exs. G-32 (d) to G-37 (d)) The remaining
applications for Bay Tree and Oakfield were signed by individual Mid-South employees or
Mr. Garvin as " mortgagors" . (Tr. p. 816, Govt. Exs. G-1 (d) to G-31 (d)) These
applications were completed as a favor to Mr. Darby by Mr. Garvin. No origination fees
were paid to Mid-South. (Tr. pp. 703, 705)
The applications were completed in the following manner:
1. Blocks 8 (a) and 24 (m) set forth the amount of the loan as determined
by the HUD appraisal.
2. Block 9 (a) which requests the borrower to state the purpose of the
loan was checked " refinance" .
3. Block 9 (b) which asks the borrower to state his intended relationship to
the property is checked " landlord" .
4. Block 15 (the estimated monthly payment) exceeds the amount listed in
Block 23 (the estimated income from the property to be " refinanced" ). Thus a shortfall
is clearly stated on the form.
5. Blocks 21 and 22 list the assets and liabilities of the individual
Mid-South employee, Mr. Garvin, or on the seven applications which Mr. Darby, himself,
signed the assets and liabilities of Mr. Darby.
28

Seven sets of deeds evidence a transfer from his wholly owned company, Darby Development, to
Respondent, and back to Darby Development. Respondent testified that the seven applications signed by
him were the result of a mistake. These applications were prepared by Cambridge rather than Mid-South
and were made out in his own name rather than Darby Development. In his dealings with Cambridge he
often signed his own name on behalf of Darby Development. Since his relationship with local lenders was
rather informal, he could later call up the lender and indicate the entity which would acquire the title. In
this case, he did not realize his mistake until after HUD issued its commitments. Time being of the essence
in order to secure financing, he decided not to wait for three additional weeks for HUD to issue a
commitment in the name Darby Development. A lthough admittedly improper, using himself as the
" borrower" saved time. (Tr. pp. 816-818)
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6. Block 24 lists the individual cost items comprising the total estimated
cost. Block 24 (f) states the word, " refinance" . Except for the individual Darby
applications, next to this word is the phrase, " pay off const. loan" . (Govt. Exs. G-32 (d)
to G-37 (d))
7. Block 31 (a) (1) which asks whether the borrower owns or has sold
other real estate within the last 12 months is answered " yes" with regard to ownership and
" no" with regard to whether it is to be sold.
8. Block 31 (a) (3) specifically incorporates the Rule of Seven. The
application asks whether if the dwelling is to be rented it is part of, adjacent or contiguous
to any project, subdivision, or group rental properties involving eight or more dwelling
units in which the borrower has a financial interest. In each case this block is checked
" no" .
9. Block 33 requiring the certification that the information contained in
Section II is true and complete to the best of the borrowers knowledge and belief as well is
signed by the " borrower" .
The applications were signed on various dates between September and November
of 1982. HUD issued firm commitments in the names of Lonnie Garvin, Jr., R. Gordon
Darby, and Mid-South employees, Porter Kinard, Watson Chamberlin, and Eugene
Garvin. The loan closings took place in January 1983. Standard Federal Savings and
Loan issued the mortgages. Respondent did not make the investment in the property he
would have been required to make had the transactions been treated as purchases. 29 Most
of the loan proceeds were used to pay off construction loans. The excess amount
remaining after paying off the loans was endorsed over to Mr. Darby or Darby
Development Company. (Tr. p. 94, Govt. Ex. G-95) This amounted to $529,000.
(Tr. p. 155, 162-165, Govt. Ex. G-95)
The properties were " transferred" from Darby Development, Inc., to the
Mid-South employee, Mr. Garvin or Mr. Darby and from that individual back to Darby
Development, Inc. The mechanism used for the " transfers" was a deed. Each deed
contains the following language:

29

The record does not establish, nor does Respondent contend, that any funds invested he invested in
the Bay Tree or Oakfield properties, prior to obtaining the firm commitments, i.e, payments on the
construction loans, were sufficient to meet the minimum investment requirement.
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(Grantor) in the State aforesaid, for/ and in consideration of the sum of five
and 00/ 100 ($5.00) dollars and assumption of the hereinbelow described
mortgage to it in hand paid at and before the sealing of these presents, by
(Grantee) in the State aforesaid, and (the receipt whereof is hereby acknowledged)
have granted, bargained, sold and released, and by the Presents to grant, bargain,
sell and release, unto the said (Grantee), his heirs and assigns, the following
described property. . . ."
(Emphasis added) (Govt. Ex. G-91)

One set of deeds reflects that the property was sold to the " borrower" prior to the
respective closings. A nother set shows that the new owner sold the property back to the
original owner approximately three weeks after closing. For example, Darby
Development, Inc., sold Porter Kinard the unit at 662 Swinton Court in Bay Tree on
January 29, 1983. The property closed on January 31, 1983. A nother deed reflects
that Mr. Kinard sold the property back to Darby Development, Inc., on February 21,
1983. (Govt. Exs. G-16 (h), G-91)
II. Parkbrook A cres
Parkbrook A cres was a combination of three projects located in three separate
subdivisions, Millbrook, Gadsden A cres and College Park. (Tr. p. 697) Millbrook was
owned by Mr. Darby, Gadsden was owned by Tandem, and College Park was owned by a
general partnership consisting of Mr. Darby and Tandem. (Tr. pp. 696, 697, 822)
Two new partnerships were formed, Parkbrook Developers and Parkbrook A cres
A ssociates. The development partnership consisted of Tandem and Mr. Darby. On the
other hand, Parkbrook A cres A ssociates served as the syndication partnership. One per
cent of the ownership was held by the general partners, Tandem, Mr. Garvin, and Mr.
Darby. The remaining 99% was owned by limited partners. (Tr. pp. 699, 700)
The Parkbrook applications followed the method used for Mr. Garvin' s Plantation
Ridge. There were 52 properties involved in these transactions. (Govt. Exs. G-38 to
G-89) The applications were submitted between A ugust and November 1982. By that
time HUD had approved approximately 160 applications for other similar projects. (Tr.
pp. 207, 698) The deeds reflect sales from Parkbrook Developers to a Mid-South
employee prior to closing. A fter closing, other deeds reflect sales from Mid-South
employees to Parkbrook A cres A ssociates. (Tr. pp. 210 -212, Govt. Exs. G-38 to G-89,
G-91)) A ll deeds were taken " subject to" the mortgage issued by Mid-South. Mr.
Darby did not prepare the applications or act as " borrower" himself. On behalf of
Parkbrook Developers, he signed not only deeds conveying the property, but also HUD
Settlement Statements. For example, a deed showing a sale of Lot 144 -A in Millbrook
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Subdivision from Parkbrook Developers to John E. Blackwell was executed on A pril 8,
1983. The deed was signed by Mr. Darby and Mr. Garvin for Parkbrook Developers.
The closing also took place on that date. A subsequent deed, dated A pril 25 , 1983,
evidences a sale from Mr. Blackwell to Parkbrook A cres A ssociates subject to existing
mortgages. (Govt. Ex. G-60) Parkbrook Developers " took out" $440,000 from these
transactions.
Default and Workout A ttempts
The Bay Tree, Oakfield and Parkbrook units were rented. However, things did not
go as Mr. Darby and Mr. Garvin had planned. Changes to the tax law and the
widespread use of low rate, tax exempt bonds resulted in increased competition for rental
units in the Charleston area. (Tr. pp. 706, 707, 793, 826, 827) By 1986, Messrs.
Darby and Garvin were faced with lower rents and destruction of the local rental market.
This caused tenants to leave. A drop in the rate of inflation also affected the resale value
of these units. Mr. Garvin' s original economic assumptions proved to be wrong. Where
he had expected a negative cash flow to continue for a few years, he had also expected
the inflation rate to remain high, eventually generating a profit from the sale of the units.
Now he and Mr. Darby were faced not only with a worsening cash flow, but now there
was no end in sight because the inflation rate had come down. The Mid-South
syndications continued to cover the operating deficits for Parkbrook. Mr. Darby had to
cover Bay Tree and Oakfield himself. During the period from 1983 to September 1986,
Mr. Darby spent $553,000 on Bay Tree and Oakfield. This combined with the effect of
the depressed market on his other properties caused him to lose $150,000 per month.
(Tr. p. 829)
Mr. Darby contacted investor limited partners and his banks for financial assistance
and arranged work-outs on his conventionally-financed properties. (Tr. pp. 829, 830,
857) He was unable to do this with Bay Tree and Oakfield since he and Darby
Development, Inc., were the sole owners of the properties. Sometime in January 1986,
Mr. Darby contacted the Deputy Manager of the HUD Columbia Office, Ron Rash. Mr.
Darby proposed refinancing the loans since interest rates had dropped, otherwise he
suggested there was a possibility he might be forced to default. (Tr. pp. 829, 831) Mr.
Rash told him that because of widespread " abuse" of the Rule of Seven, his office was not
in a position to assist him. He suggested that Mr. Darby contact the HUD Regional
Office in A tlanta.
Mr. Darby spoke with Timothy Raines, Director of the Program Support Division in
the HUD A tlanta Office. Mr. Darby explained the financing arrangements surrounding
the Bay Tree and Oakfield developments. He explained that loans had been originated in
the name of employees and transferred to the Darby Development Company so that no
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person would have more than seven properties at a time. (Tr. p. 483) Mr. Darby
argued that refinancing would benefit HUD since lower rates meant less risk of default.
He also pointed out that under new rules, mortgage insurance premiums would be paid in
a lump sum rather than over the period of the mortgage. During Mr. Darby' s explanation
of the financing arrangement, Mr. Raines recalls having heard Mr. Darby state, " . . .well
we may have abused the program, but we didn' t do anything illegal." He stated that he
remembered this because it seemed to him to be quite " brazen" . (Tr. p. 486) Mr.
Darby' s version of this conversation is that he was alluding to a characterization used by
Mr. Rash in his previous conversation. Mr. Darby recalls having said, " Y' all may think we
abused the program, but we didn' t do anything illegal." (Tr. p. 832) I find that Mr.
Darby' s version is the more likely of the two. Not only was he forthcoming to Mr. Raines
about what occurred, but as an experienced businessman, it is unlikely that he would have
made a statement, amounting to a taunt, when he badly needed HUD' s help in extricating
himself from his situation. Such " taunting" behavior is also inconsistent with the quiet,
studied manner he displayed during his testimony at the hearing.
Mr. Garvin was also having problems. U.S. Shelter, the parent company of
Mid-South, was experiencing financial difficulties. For a time it had funded the operating
deficits, after the corporate general partners for the various Mid-South projects had
stopped doing so. (Govt. Ex. G-93, p. 2) Mr. Garvin had been put on notice that U.S.
Shelter might not be able to continue covering the operating deficits. (Tr. pp. 782,
783) He contacted HUD on January 6, 1986. A t this time the loans were current.
(Tr. 515, 782) In the Spring of 1986, U.S. Shelter went into default. (R. Exs. XX pp.
3 , 5, 9-16, 21, 25) Shortly thereafter, U.S. Shelter requested HUD to accept an
assignment of the single-family mortgages which would have resulted in an immediate
claim payment of an amount in excess of $52,000,000. HUD refused to accept an
assignment on legal and policy grounds. 30 The enormous potential financial loss resulting
from default and foreclosure caused the parties to seek some way of reaching an
accommodation.
In order to structure a workout, avoid FHA insurance claims, and prevent the loss

30

Section 230 of the National Housing A ct permits the Secretary to accept assignments only if: (1)
the default was caused by circumstances beyond the mortgagor' s control; and (2) the problem was
temporary and could be corrected (interpreted by HUD to be within 36 months). It was the second ground
which HUD determined could not be met. To have accepted assignment, three policy changes would have
resulted. These were: (1) to permit defaulted mortgagors to qualify under the assignment program because
of reduced interest rates; (2) to legitimize the use of the single family program by investors including
partnerships and corporations; and (3) to qualify as " circumstances beyond control" a situation where an
investor made an investment when the rental receipts were insufficient to cover operating expenses and full
mortgage payments. (Govt. Ex. G-144, pp. 2, 3)
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of the projects, Mr. Garvin began a negotiation process with HUD Headquarters which
lasted the next two and one-half years. Traveling back and forth between South Carolina
and Washington, D.C. at his expense, he met with senior HUD officials including the
A ssistant Secretary for Housing and the Deputy A ssistant Secretary for Single Family
Housing. (Tr. p. 780) Mr. Darby joined in these workout negotiations and spent over
$6,000 in airfare alone. (Tr. p. 835)
A number of proposals were studied, considered, and rejected by HUD. One idea
was to bring in outside financing with outside mortgagees. This would have released
South Carolina National Bank and the other mortgagees. A fter this became unlikely there
was also an attempt to work out an arrangement with South Carolina National Bank to
hold the loan portfolio under a HUD approved mortgage modification agreement. (Tr.
pp. 528, 529, Govt. Ex. G-144, p. 2) These proposals fell through because U.S.
Shelter could not guarantee a sufficiently high interest rate. (Govt. Ex. G-144, pp. 2, 3,
Tr. p. 528) Consideration was given to a plan whereby HUD would accept an
assignment of the loans and enter into a workout and mortgage modification agreement
with Mr. Darby and the other partnerships. The Under Secretary of the Department
rejected this proposal as he did not want to establish a precedent for doing this. (Tr. pp.
530, 568, Govt. Ex. G-144, p. 3) The fourth and last proposal was to refinance the
entire portfolio under HUD' s Section 223 (f) multifamily program. (Govt. Ex. G-144 ,
p. 3) This was rejected because it would not be economically sound. (Govt. Ex. G-144
, p. 9) The negotiations were terminated on September 19, 1988. The A ssistant
Secretary for Housing/ FHA Commissioner, Thomas Demery, praised the parties for their
efforts and cooperation. (R. Ex. XX, p. 37 ) 31
Mr. Darby continued to manage and maintain the Bay Tree and Oakfield properties
throughout this period. James Nistler, the former Deputy A ssistant Secretary for Single
Family Housing, testified that these properties were found by HUD to be the " best" built,
maintained, and managed. (Tr. pp. 533, 534)
31

The former Deputy A ssistant Secretary for Single Family Housing testified on behalf of the
Respondent. He had the following to say about the workout attempts:
This particular case, in my opinion - and it got to be a football within my peers as to - if we
were a bank and we had this problem, we would have sat down and worked it out. We had
talked about the fact that we should admit that we made a mistake in the first place, make it
so unique and so different, which it was, that it would never happen again. That was a
scenario that went all the way up to the Under Secretary, to do this as a business decision we made a mistake, let' s fix it. A t that time, my peers decided (1) it was too late because
time had really run and (2) it wasn' t the time and place to set a precedent.
(Tr. pp. 539, 540)
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In October 1988, Mr. Garvin and Mr. Darby offered to tender deeds in lieu of
foreclosure on the Bay Tree, Oakfield and Parkbrook properties. (Tr. pp. 536, 841)
Ultimately 1600 properties were deeded to HUD for the amount of the outstanding debt,
foreclosure actions were dropped, and the " borrowers" released from personal liability on
the mortgage notes. (Tr. p. 717) Total claims in the amount of $6,475,466.22 were
paid by HUD for the Bay Tree, Oakfield, and Parkbrook properties. (Tr. p. 340, Govt.
Ex. G-155). A s of the date of the hearing these properties remained in the HUD
inventory. The properties have been maintained by HUD. This has amounted to an
additional expense of $142,023.67. (Tr. p. 341, Govt. Ex. G-155) The present total
" loss" on these properties is $6,617,489.89. (Govt. Ex. G-155) A s these properties
should eventually be sold, the actual loss (or profit) is unknown.
A HUD audit of the Mid-South loan transactions was initiated by M r. Nistler in
the Fall of 1986. (Tr. pp. 126, 516 -518, Govt. Ex. G-93, p. 3) The purpose of the
audit was to discover if there had been any wrongdoing. The audit report concludes that
there was no wrongdoing on the part of either Mr. Garvin or Mr. Darby, and that neither
the HUD Columbia Office nor HUD Headquarters had been misled .32 Concerning HUD' s
knowledge of the Mid-South transactions, the Report states:
From our interviews and reviews of correspondence, we believe that HUD
personnel in both Headquarters and the Columbia Office had sufficient knowledge
to stop the scheme before or soon after it was initiated. However, they did not.
(Govt. Ex. G-93, p. 2)
HUD subsequently initiated an Inspector General investigation of the Mid-South
transactions in 1988. John Coontz, the Deputy Director of Insured Single Family
Housing, participated in the investigation, aware that he might testify as an expert witness
in any resulting criminal prosecutions. (Tr. p. 294) Mr. Coontz subsequently
recommended to the U.S. A ttorney that there be criminal prosecutions. (Tr. p. 295)
However, prosecution was declined. The prosecutor stated:
The evidence does not show an intent of the part of the applicants or Mid-South
Mortgage Company to commit a crime. The intent was to take advantage of a
financing situation allowed by HUD officials for projects not feasible for
conventional financing.

32

A s discussed supra, the HUD Columbia Office, did, however, mislead HUD Headquarters.
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(R. Ex. NN)
Mr. Nistler, testified that HUD found no evidence of fraud, deception, deceit or
intentional false statements (Tr. pp. 524, 525), or that the program was designed to fail.
(Tr. p. 525) He also believed that both HUD offices were sufficiently aware of the
relevant facts and approved what was being done.33
Mr. Darby has an excellent business reputation in the Charleston community.
Until this case, he has never been threatened with sanctions or defaulted on any mortgage
loan. (Tr. pp. 841, 842) His character and reputation were strongly vouched for by two
witnesses at the hearing. The first, James Walker Coleman, is currently an Executive V ice
President of Southern National Bank. (Tr. p. 497) He has thirty-nine years of banking
experience and has known Mr. Darby for twenty-five years. Mr. Darby has been loaned
millions of dollars by Mr. Coleman' s banks. Mr. Coleman also testified that he knew of
Mr. Darby' s reputation in the community for truth and veracity, honesty and integrity.
He stated that " I have absolute confidence in his integrity and his honesty." (Tr. p. 499)
The second witness, Joseph C. Reynolds, is a mortgage banker with twenty-three years of
mortgage banking experience. (Tr. p. 630) A t the present time, he manages mortgage
lending for South Carolina Federal Bank. (Tr. p. 631) He served as President of the
Mortgage Bankers A ssociation of the Carolinas and was Young Mortgage Banker of the
Year in 1982. (Tr. p. 632) He has known Mr. Darby since 1971 and has had weekly,
even daily, contact with him since that time. He has loaned Mr. Darby five to seven
million dollars involving hundreds of single family loans. Like Mr. Coleman, he is familiar
with Mr. Darby' s reputation for truth and veracity, honesty and integrity in the
community. He testified that his reputation is " well above board" .
A t the time Mr. Nistler left HUD in March 1989, he was unaware of any sanctions
being considered against Mr. Garvin or Mr. Darby. By this time, according to Nistler, " .
. . we had already statutorily changed the programs to where in fact it couldn' t be done
again." (Tr. p. 540) The " investor program" for single family mortgages has been
eliminated. (Tr, pp. 39, 278). Cash can no longer be " pulled out" of transactions. (Tr.
p. 98, Govt. Ex. G-138)
HUD' s imposition of an LDP on Mr. Darby was reported in the press. On A ugust
23, 1989, HUD proposed a five year debarment based upon the Bay Tree and Oakfield
transactions. Prior to that date, The State, a paper in Columbia, carried the headline,

33

While the HUD Columbia Office was aware of what had already happened, at the time it wrote to
Mr. A brams, HUD Headquarters was not.
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" S.C. Mortgage Ripoff is latest HUD Scandal." (R. Ex. DD) On November 16, 1989,
the proposal was amended to include the Parkbrook allegations and to lengthen the
duration of proposed debarment to an indefinite period.
Discussion
The Department has asserted that Respondent' s actions with regard to the property
transactions constitute grounds for debarment under 24 CFR 24.305 (b), (d) and (f),
and are adequate evidence to support the LDP under 24 CFR 24.705. Subsection (b)
provides that a debarment may be imposed for:
[ v] iolation of the terms of a public agreement or transaction so serious as to
affect the integrity of an agency program, such as:
* * *
(3) A willful violation of a statutory or regulatory provision or
requirement applicable to a public agreement or transaction.
Subsection (d) provides that debarment may be imposed for:
[ a] ny other cause of so serious or compelling a nature that it affects the
present responsibility of a person.
Subsection (f) provides that a debarment may be imposed for:
material violation of a statutory or regulatory provision or program
requirement applicable to a public agreement or transaction including
applications for...insurance or guarantees, or to the performance of
requirements under a...final commitment to insure or guarantee.
Section 705 (a) of Title 24 of the Code of Federal Regulations lists several causes for
LDPs. A mong those the enumerated causes are (7) false certification in connection with
a HUD progam, (8) commission of an offense under Section 24.305, (9) violation of a
law or regulation or procedure relating to an application for insurance, and (10) making
or procuring false statements for the purpose of influencing an action of the Department.
Based upon the voluminous record in this case, and the findings of fact set forth
above, I conclude that despite the complicity of certain components of the Department,
the Mid-South financing program used by Respondent was a sham which improperly
circumvented the Rule of Seven. False information was provided on the applications for
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Section 203 (b) financing in order to effectuate the sham. By characterizing each
transaction as a " refinance" rather than a " sale" on the applications, Respondent was able
to avoid the minimum investment requirements of the single family mortgage insurance
program. Finally, effectuation of this sham necessarily avoided the requirements of the
multifamily mortgage insurance program.
Respondent' s acts constitute grounds for an LDP under 24 CFR 24.705 (a) (7),
(8), (9), and (10) and for debarment under 24 CFR 24.305 (b), (d) and (f).
However, mitigating circumstances militate against imposition of a debarment for an
indefinite period.
I.
Despite the " innovative" nature34 of the Mid-South financing program,
Respondent' s use of the program violated a key program requirement of the single family
program, the Rule of Seven. From the outset, the intended beneficiary of the financing
was Respondent, through Darby Development, MD Investment or the Parkbrook
syndicate. Neither Respondent nor these three entities in which he had an interest could
apply for financing for more than seven units in their own names because of preclusion by
the Rule of Seven. Hence, he used applicants/ borrowers who, in their individual
capacities, temporarily held title to no more than seven properties at one time and who
applied on Respondent' s behalf. 35
34

A ccording to Respondent, Mr. Garvin' s Mid-South financing program, upon which he structured his
financial transactions with HUD, was " an innovative financing program" conceived to develop needed rental
housing at a time when HUD had reduced its involvement in multifamily housing. (Resp. Brief, pp. 7 -8)
The program was indeed creative and unusual, but nonetheless, improper. A s a matter of fact, the
preamble to the Department' s waiver regulation discussed infra uses the phrase " innovative" to describe
untested financing proposals of questionable feasibility.
35

Respondent takes issue with Department' s use of the term " strawbuyer" . He also contends that the
Department has not identified any violation of law, rule, or regulation by the use of the so called
strawbuyers.(Resp. Brief, p. 70) Respondent also argues that use of a strawbuyer is cause for debarment
only where the " strawbuyer" is used to " hide the real or ultimate title holder." ( Id. at 71-72) Use of
" strawbuyers" was not cause for debarment in this case, according to Respondent, because the persons who
signed the applications were not used to " hide from HUD the identities of the real parties in interest or their
role or function in the financing program." ( Id. at 72)
Respondent' s argument is specious because the applications were indeed completed in such a way as
to " hide" , on their face, the identity of the " real or ultimate title holder" . Regardless of what name is
attributed to the applicants/ borrowers, common sense dictates that their use was fundamentally improper
because their involvement was for the sole purpose of obtaining federally insured mortgages, the benefits of
which ran to individuals and entities which could not have obtained that mortgage insurance.
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Because of Respondent' s sophistication and experience with HUD single family and
multifamily programs, he knew or should have known that the Mid-South program
violated the Rule of Seven. 36 Respondent' s acknowledgment that the proposed mortgage
loan transactions " did not quite fit" HUD' s application form is further evidence that
Respondent knew or should have known that the program was a sham. (Resp. Brief, pp.
74, 75) The applications in their entirety could not be completed accurately to reflect
the nature and terms of the transactions. This constituted a " red flag" that use of the
single family program as he intended was impermissible.
By violating the Rule of Seven, Respondent contravened the spirit and intent of the
single family program. The mass defaults and consequent placement of large numbers of
properties insured under the single family program into the HUD inventory which
occurred as a result of Respondent' s use of the Mid-South financing program was exactly
what the Rule of Seven was designed to prevent.

II.
Block 9 ( a)
Effectuation of the sham could only be accomplished by temporary passage of title
to the so-called borrowers and the resultant falsification of the applications for single
family mortgage insurance. Respondent characterizes the temporary passage of title to
and from the applicants/ borrowers as a " refinance" . This characterization is false for two
reasons. First, the transactions constituted, in fact, two separate sales rather than one
refinance. Second, an applicant cannot apply in his own name to refinance a construction
loan on behalf of another. Thus, Block 9 (a) should have been completed to reflect that
purchases occurred.

36

Indeed, another builder, on the advice of his attorney, questioned the legality of the Mid-South
financing method as a violation of the multifamily rules and regulations. (Tr. pp. 379 -80)
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Respondent views the two " transfers" as one overall transaction, i.e., the " complete
financing program" . 37 (Resp. Brief, p. 79) In reality, however, there were in fact two
distinct transactions, 38 each constituting a sale and having its own, yet an identical, legal
effect. Throughout this proceeding, Respondent has identified the transactions, which
were represented by deeds, as " transfers" which were the effective means by which title
was passed. " Transfer" , however, is a generic term having no independent legal
significance. Only specific types of transfers may operate to pass title.
A n individual may acquire property only by one of the methods prescribed by law.
73 C.J.S. Property Sec. 32 (1983). Those methods are " descent, that is hereditary
succession, and " purchase" , that is, acquisition obtained by way of bargain and sale, for
money, or some other valuable consideration, or other than by descent. J. W. Ehrlich,
Erlich' s Blackstone 244, 266 (1959); see also 5 Thompson on Real Property Sec. 2395
at 191 (1979 Replacement V ol.). Since descent is not involved in this case, the
acquisitions had to have been by purchase. " Purchase" includes five methods of acquiring
title: escheat, occupancy, prescription, forfeiture and alienation. Erlich' s Blackstone,
supra, at 268. Obviously, the transfer of title in this case was accomplished by
alienation. This is the conveyance or purchase of property in its limited sense, i.e., any
method whereby property is voluntarily resigned by one person and accepted by another,
whether " effected by sale, gift, marriage settlement, devise, or other transmission of
property by the mutual consent of the parties." Id. at 295. Regardless of the method
employed, the transfer must be properly evidenced in order to prevent disputes as to the
37

In the A mended A nswer to the A mended Complaint at 8, Respondent stated that " beneficial
ownership" was " vested in" either Respondent, his corporation, or partnership " at all relevant times" and
that " legal title" was " temporarily held" by other persons to comply with the Rule of Seven. Respondent
did not identify the theory for this " beneficial ownership" and " temporary" holding of " legal title" . This
argument was not pursued beyond the A nswer, and there is no evidence to support it. Even if " equitable
title" were vested in Respondent, his corporation or partnership, the applications were completed by the
" legal title" holder. A s discussed below, the applications therefore should have reflected the method by
which the " legal title" holder obtained his/ her interest in the property. Sale, rather than refinance, was that
method.
Moreover, Respondent' s use of both the " legal/ equitable title" theory and the " transfer" concept
advanced in the brief to describe and justify the " temporary" passage of title to Respondent, Mr. Garvin or
the Mid-South employee is a creative, but inaccurate, description of the transactions and demonstrates his
recognition that he had to establish some legal relationship between the applicant and the property. It
further demonstrates his grappling to describe the legal effect of the transactions as anything but sales.
38

For the Bay Tree and Oakfield developments, there were two distinct transfers of title: from
Respondent' s wholly-owned corporation to himself, Mr. Garvin, or a Mid-South employee and back to that
corporation. For Parkbrook A cres, there were also two distinct transfers, namely, a transfer of title from
Respondent' s corporation to the Mid-South employee, and one from the employee to the syndicate.
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existence and terms of the transfer. Id. at 300. The legal evidences in this case were
deeds. Id.
Respondent argues that the " transfers involved parties that had a complete and
common identity of interest, i.e., to complete a permanent financing transaction which
had been disclosed to and approved by HUD." (Resp. Brief, p. 79) However, an
individual cannot transfer title to property for the sole purpose of " completing" a
financing transaction without employing one of the above-described legal methods for
passing title. In this case, the legal evidences of the " transfers" were identical deeds which
specifically state that the properties were sold39 for consideration of five dollars. The
deeds contain specific language of bargain and sale and are valid on their face. 40 Under
South Carolina law, where a deed is valid and regular on its face, it is presumed to be valid
in all respects. Davis v. Monteith, 345 S.E. 2d 724, 727 (S.C. 1986). Thus, both sets
of transfers were accomplished by sale.
Respondent' s argument that the " transfers" to his corporation or to the syndicate
were not sales ignores the legal effect of the deeds of sale. Upon signing the deeds, the
legal rights of the parties changed. The " borrowers" , however temporary their status,
became legally obligated on the notes and owned the property in fee simple. Similarly,
the subsequent transfer of the properties again changed the rights of the parties. 41
39

For the Bay Tree properties that were the subject of the seven applications signed by Respondent,
there were two sets of deeds of sale transferring title--from his corporation to himself, and back to his
corporation. Even assuming the construction loans for those seven properties were taken out by Respondent
and not his corporation, Respondent' s statement that the purpose of the loans was " refinance" was also
incorrect because the " transfers" were sales, identical to the sales involving Mr. Garvin and the Mid-South
employees.
40

Rather than relying on the language of the deeds in addressing the sale/ refinance issue, the
Department relies on the principle that an applicant cannot refinance another person' s debt. Essentially, the
Department argues that the purpose of the loans was " sale" because it was not " refinance" . To argue that
the transactions were not refinances, however, begs the question. The conclusion reached in this decision is
based on the express language of the deeds and the proper legal characterization of the transactions
themselves.
41

Respondent argues that the second set of " transfers" from Respondent and the Mid-South employees
to his corporation or the syndicate were not sales because, inter alia, there was no arms-length dealing or
" consideration paid or received" . (Resp. Brief, p. 79) In fact, the second set of deeds recites the same
consideration as the first set. If the second set of " transfers" were not sales, the first set could not have been
sales and title would never have passed to the temporary purchasers in the first place.
Moreover, under South Carolina law, mere inadequacy of consideration will not justify cancellation
of a deed absent fraud or undue influence. A tkinson v. Belser, 255 S.E. 2d 852, 855 (S.C. 1979).
Respondent does not assert, nor is there evidence, that fraud or the exercise of undue influence was involved
and therefore there is no evidence supporting cancellation of the deeds.
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Respondent' s additional argument that an applicant could refinance another
person' s loan is specious. A s a general matter, refinance means to " finance again or
anew." Black' s Law Dictionary, 5th Ed., 1979, at 1152. The Department correctly
argues that " [ o] bviously, one cannot finance for a second time that which one has yet to
finance for the first time." (Govt. Brief, p. 23) Moreover, if Respondent' s argument
were correct and it were permissible for an applicant to apply for a mortgage on behalf of
another person, HUD would have no way of assuring that the " true" applicant satisfied all
the requirements for issuing insurance, including a demonstrated ability to repay.
A lthough the transaction was structured in such a way that title passed to the
" borrower" prior to closing, the transaction was nonetheless a sale and Block 9 (a)
incorrectly stated that the purpose of the loan was a " refinance" . Due to the unique and
artificial nature of the financing program, whether title passed at or before the closing is
irrelevant to the description the " applicant" should have given to the purpose of the loan.
Thus, the purpose that should have been stated on the application was the purchase of
property. 42
Blocks 9 (b), 31 (a) (1) and 31 (a) (3)
Block 9 (b) asks the applicant to state his intended relationship to the property.
Respondent contends that the " landlord" block was appropriately checked
because it most accurately described the end result of the mortgage loan
transaction, - i.e., the owner/ borrower would own and operate the property
as investor-owner who would indeed be a landlord and thus the
FHA -insured loan was to finance a rental property.
(Resp' s Brief, p. 77) (Emphasis added)
Respondent' s argument, however, does not focus on the appropriate person' s " end
result" . In order to have any meaning and to be reliable, the form must correctly identify
what the applicant' s relationship to the property will be, not some unnamed entity. It is
undisputed that the " applicants" did not intend to be landlords of these properties.
Indeed, because Block 33 requires the signature of the " borrower" and was signed by
either Respondent, Mr. Garvin, or a Mid-South employee, Respondent cannot argue that
42

In Block 9 (a), there are several sub-blocks relating to " purchase" . For the Bay Tree and Oakfield
properties, the applicants/ mortgagors should have checked sub-block 6 " purchase existing home not
previously occupied" . For the Parkbrook properties, the applicants/ mortgagors should have checked
sub-box 7 " construct a home--proceeds to be paid out during construction" , which implies a " purchase" .
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the term " borrower" used in Box 9 (b) referred to anyone other than the person signing
the form, the " applicant" . The fact that there was an oral disclosure to certain HUD
employees of the intended landlord (Respondent' s corporation or syndicate) does not
make the written statement true. Furthermore, the written statement could not be relied
upon by anyone not aware of the actual facts surrounding the transaction.
Moreover, Respondent chose which person' s " end result" (the applicant or the
ultimate owner) applied to suit his purposes. This resulted in the answers given in Blocks
9 (a), (b) and Block 31 (a) (1) (which answers " no " to the question of whether the
property was owned or sold within the last 12 months is to be sold) that were inconsistent
with the answers to Block 31 (a) (3) (which asks whether the property was part of,
adjacent to or contiguous to any properties involving eight or more units). The first set of
blocks was answered as if the ultimate owners were the relevant subjects. The second set,
however, was answered as if the temporary purchasers were the relevant subjects.
Respondent cannot have it both ways. Had the applicants answered Block 31 (a) (3)
consistently with Blocks 9 (a), 9 (b) and 31 (a) (1), the applications would have
contained unmistakable violations of the Rule of Seven, and they would not have been
approved.
Respondent' s actions are also cause for debarment under 24 CFR 305 (d). That
subsection, which concerns present responsibility, is broad enough to include the making
of false statements on applications for FHA insurance. 43 Those falsities were the means by
which the sham financing program was effectuated.
The answers to these blocks were false. Therefore, Respondent submitted and
caused others to submit false statements on the Section 203 applications. 44 The false
43

Respondent relies on the HUD Board of Contract A ppeals' Determination in Wayne C. Sellers,
HUDBCA No. 88-1295-DB (LDP) and 88-1305-DB (A ug. 2, 1989). This Determination interpreted
subsection (d)' s enumeration of specific grounds for debarment as limiting the application of that subsection
to those grounds. A ccordintly, Respondent contends that subsection (d) does not apply because
" Respondent' s conduct does not even remotely fit within the enumerated causes...." (Resp. Brief, p. 75 n.4)
That Determination, however, was reversed by the Secretary' s designee on October 31, 1989. The
Secretary' s designee found that applicability of subsection (d) is not limited to causes similar to those
enumerated in that subsection.
44

Respondent argues that a Section 203 applicant does not certify his answers to Section I, which
includes Blocks 9 (a) and 9 (b), but rather certifies the accuracy of the personal and financial information in
Section II (relating to the disclosure of an applicant' s assets and liabilities). (Resp. Brief, pp. 75 -76) In that
regard, Respondent further argues that " HUD loan processors have the responsibility of checking and, if
necessary, correcting the accuracy of the information provided in the applications." ( Id. at 76) Whether
or not HUD is responsible for verification of the information is irrelevant; the applicant is in the first instance
responsible for submitting accurate information. It defies logic to argue that simply because of the absence
of a certification which expressly applies to particular information, an applicant may ever submit false
34

statements enabled Respondent to obtain financing to which he was not entitled.
Respondent asserts that the Department did not rely upon the statements because Mr.
Garvin made a sufficient disclosure. A lthough the material facts were disclosed to isolated
HUD employees and, therefore, there was no evidence of fraud, the statements were
indeed false and were known to be false. Had the applications not been completed in this
manner, HUD Columbia could not have approved the applications, including its
calculation of the mortgage amount based on the stated purpose of the loan.
III.
Because the transactions were sales, Respondent was required, but failed, to satisfy
the minimum investment requirements. By identifying the purpose of the loan on the
HUD forms as a " refinance" , Respondent was entitled to borrow more money than he
would have if he had identified it as a " purchase" and obtained a cash surplus from the
mortgage amounts.
IV .
Debarment is a sanction which may be invoked by HUD as a measure for
protecting the public by ensuring that only those qualified as " responsible" are allowed to
participate in HUD programs; Stanko Packing Co. v. Bergland, 489 F. Supp. 947, 949
(D.D.C. 1980); Roemer v. Hoffman, 419 F. Supp. 130, 131 (D.D.C. 1976).
" Responsibility" is a term of art used in government contract law. It encompasses the
projected business risk of a person doing business with HUD. This includes his integrity,
honesty, and ability to perform. The primary test for debarment is present responsibility
although a finding of present lack of responsibility can be based upon past acts.
Schlesinger v. Gates, 249 F.2d 111 (D.C. Cir. 1957); Roemer, supra. The debarment
sanction may also be justified on the basis of its deterrent effect on those who do business
with the government.

information on a government form in order to obtain benefits.
Further, as Respondent fails to note, Section V , Block 33 contains the direction: " [ b] efore signing,
review accuracy of application and certifications" . That direction applies to all the statements made by the
" borrower" in the application. Moreover, following Block 33, the application form sets forth in bold print
the warning that, inter alia, any " intentional misrepresentation...purposed to influence the issuance of
any...insurance by...HUD..." violates federal laws which provide severe penalties.
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The Department proved by preponderant evidence that there are grounds for
debarment under 24 CFR 305 (b), (d) and (f). 45 Respondent placed extensive public
funds at risk when he knowingly used the sham financing program. Further, in connection
with making false statements on the applications, he demonstrated a lack of forthrightness
in his dealings with the government. The Department has, therefore, established by
preponderant evidence that Respondent lacks present responsibility. In addition,
debarment will serve to deter both him and others from taking similar actions.

Specifically, Respondent willfully and materially violated statutory and regulatory
provisions and program requirements and he may therefore be debarred under 24 CFR
305 (b) and (f). In using the Mid-South financing program, Respondent knowingly
violated the HUD regulation setting forth the single family program' s Rule of Seven.
Respondent also knowingly avoided the procedures and requirements applicable to the
multifamily program. He also knowingly violated the single family program' s minimum
investment requirements.
Once the applications were falsified, they failed to reflect the true nature of the
transactions. Thus, anyone not knowing the actual facts would be unable rely upon them.
The Department and the public must be able to rely upon the accuracy of the written
representations made to it. It is impermissible for one doing business with the
government to provide accurate information orally to isolated government employees
regarding a transaction, and misinformation regarding the same transaction in a writing
held out to the government and the public.

45

This finding subsumes a finding for imposition of the LDP under the basic evidentiary standard of
" adequate evidence" . See 24 CFR 24.705(a)(8).
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The Department failed to prove by preponderant evidence, however, that
Respondent' s defaults are grounds for debarment. The Department argues that
Respondent allowed the HUD insured mortgages to default because he thought that the
Department would not attempt to collect any deficiencies. (Govt. Brief, p. 65) It further
relies upon Respondent' s success in avoiding foreclosure of his conventionally financed
properties. 46 A s discussed below this contention is without merit because Respondent
made good-faith efforts to negotiate a work-out with HUD to avoid foreclosure. 47

V I.
Respondent argues that the government should be estopped from debarring him
because of the doctrine of equitable estoppel. Estoppel is an equitable doctrine invoked
to avoid injustice in particular cases. Heckler v. Community Health Services, 467 U.S.
51 (1984), reh' g denied, 475 U.S. 1061 (1986). In Heckler, the Court left open the
question of whether estoppel can ever be applied against the government. This question,
however, need not be reached. For the reasons below, this case does not present a
situation where application of the doctrine is appropriate.
The doctrine of equitable estoppel is applied against any party, whether private or
the government, only when the following traditional elements are present: 48
If one person makes a definite misrepresentation of fact to another person
having reason to believe that the other will rely upon it and the other in
reasonable reliance upon it does an act that would not constitute a tort if
46

The Department also argues that the $6000 which Respondent spent on plane fare in order to
negotiate a work-out would have been more appropriately applied to the mortgage indebtedness. (Govt.
Brief, p. 65) The Department' s argument is counterproductive; it would discourage individuals from making
good-faith attempts to avoid foreclosure and make good on their debts.
47

The Department argues that " the real reason for Respondent' s eagerness for his attempt to obtain a
work-out was not for the Department' s benefit but to avoid tax losses on depreciation and to protect the
interests of the limited partners in the Parkbrook syndication." (Govt. Brief, p. 66) Even if true, however,
this would not denigrate his good-faith efforts to obtain a work-out.
48

The Court in Heckler stated that " the Government may not be estopped on the same terms as any
other litigant." 467 U.S. at 60-61. Some courts, including the Fourth Circuit, have held that, assuming
the government may be estopped in an appropriate case, the private party must, at a minimum, also establish
that the government engaged in some " affirmative misconduct" . See, e.g., Zogrofav v. V .A . Medical
Center, 779 F.2d 967, 969-70 (4th Cir. 1985). Because, as discussed below, Respondent failed to
establish the traditional elements of estoppel, the issue of whether HUD' s conduct in this case constituted
affirmative misconduct need not be reached.
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the misrepresentation were true, the first person is not entitled...to maintain
an action of tort[ 49 ] against the other for the act....
Restatement, Torts, 2d Sec. 894(1) (1979). To be reasonable, the party claiming
estoppel must not have known, nor should it have known, that the government' s conduct
was misleading. Heckler, 467 U.S. at 59.

49

A lthough the LDP and proposed debarment are not tort actions, they are analogous in that they
attempt to correct a wrong committed against the party bringing the action.
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Respondent' s reliance on the representations50 made by HUD51 regarding the
permissibility of the Mid-South financing program was unreasonable. 52 A s stated above,
because of Respondent' s sophistication and experience in HUD' s single family and
multifamily programs, he knew or should have known that the financing program violated
the spirit and intent of the single family program, including the Rule of Seven and the
minimum investment requirements. Under those circumstances, Respondent cannot hide
behind the fact that government employees approved the program when he, in the first
instance, knew or should have known that it was improper.
A s stated in Heckler at 63,
Protection of the public fisc requires that those who seek public funds act
with scrupulous regard for the requirements of law; respondent could expect
no less than to be held to the most demanding standards in its quest for
public funds. This is consistent with the general rule that those who deal
with the Government are expected to know the law and may not rely on the
conduct of Government agents contrary to law.

50

Mr. Granat and Mr. DesChamps of the HUD Columbia Office and Ms. Ruth Studer of HUD
Headquarters Single Family Division, Mortgage Credit Section were the HUD personnel who represented to
Mr. Garvin that the Mid-South financing program was permissible. A lthough initially these persons were
told neither that the original owners of the properties would ultimately obtain the properties back through
other entities in which they also had interests nor that the t ransactions would be characterized as
" refinances" , Messrs. Granat and DesChamps and Ms. Studer knew enough about the program from the
other information made available to them that they should have not given their imprimatur to the program.

51

Respondent' s reliance upon representations that HUD employees had approved the Mid-South
program was not based upon any direct contact he had with these employees. It was based on Mr.
Garvin' s assurances that the financing program met with HUD' s approval and HUD Columbia Office
approval of the applications submitted by Mr. Garvin.
52

The Department also argues that Respondent is not entitled to equitable estoppel because his " hands
are far from clean." (Govt. Brief, p. 46) Because I find that Respondent' s reliance was unreasonable, it is
unnecessary to apply the doctrine of unclean hands in this case. Moreover, I need not decide whether
Respondent demonstrated the other elements of estoppel.
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Before using the " innovative" financing program which was intended to avoid a key
program requirement and which placed a great deal of public funds at risk, 53 Respondent
should have prepared a written proposal for review and received a written confirmation
prepared on or on behalf of the Secretary or A ssistant Secretary for Housing. A s noted
by the Court in Heckler, the requirement of a writing serves two purposes: to avoid fraud
and to foster well-reasoned decisionmaking subject to the possibility of review. 467 U.S.
at 65. A ny reasonable and prudent businessman in Respondent' s shoes would have
obtained appropriate written approval prior to using the program. Reliance upon oral
advice from the local office or from a staff employee at Headquarters on an issue of this
complexity was anything but reasonable. 54 A s in Heckler, both Respondent' s failure to
obtain written approval and his failure to do so from the appropriate source undermined
Respondent' s reliance. 55
Regulatory changes concerning waivers of eligibility requirements underscore the
unreasonableness of Respondent' s reliance. Since October 6, 1982, there has been in
effect a regulation expressly providing for waivers of eligibility requirements under the
single family program. 47 Fed. Reg. 35957 (A ug. 18, 1982). Section 203.248 of
Title 24 of the Code of Federal Regulations provides that
The Secretary in an individual case may waive any requirement of this
subpart (except [ sections] 203.1 through 203.9) not required by statute if
the Secretary finds that application of such requirement would adversely
affect achievement of the purposes of the A ct. Each such waiver shall be in
writing and supported by a statement of the facts and grounds forming the
basis for the waiver. The authority under this section may be delegated to
the A ssistant Secretary for Housing--Federal Housing Commissioner, but
shall not be redelegated.
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This was accomplished because Respondent not only received public funds, but also subjected those
funds to speculative market forces, including the assumption of an eventual lowering of interest rates and
continued high inflation.
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Ms. Studer, the Headquarters employee who responded that the financing program was permissible,
was only one of two staff employees in HUD Headquarters responsible for answering questions from the field
relating to the single family program. Because the financing program did not satisfy the Rule of Seven, Ms.
Studer, as well as anyone in the HUD Columbia Office, lacked the authority to approve the financing
program. Thus, the unreasonableness of Respondent' s reliance is further demonstrated by the fact that
insofar as the misrepresentations were made by HUD, they were not made by an authorized official.
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A s the minimum investment requirement is mandated by statute, Respondent could not have
obtained an exception from that requirement. Basing his conduct upon representations that he could do so
further underscores the unreasonableness of his reliance.
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(Emphasis added)
On A pril 6, 1982, HUD published this regulation as a proposed rule in the
Federal Register. The proposed rule was identical to the final rule, which was published
on A ugust 18, 1982. See 47 Fed. Reg. 35957. In the preamble to the final rule, the
Department noted that
[ i] n adopting this final rule, HUD intends that the new waiver procedure be
available in individual cases to prevent undue hardship to homebuyers
resulting from new or changed market conditions; to test the feasibility of an
innovative financing proposal; or to solve a unique housing problem....
HUD emphasizes that its waiver authority is not intended to be utilized for
" end runs" around the rulemaking process. Waivers will be considered only
in special circumstances and will be granted only in limited cases....
Id. at 35957-58.
This regulation was not in effect when Mr. Garvin first approached the HUD
Columbia Office with his financing program proposal. However, Respondent submitted
applications at various times pursuant to the Mid-South financing program: (1) after the
proposed rule was published for notice and comment but before publication of the final
rule; (2) after the final rule was published, but not yet effective; and (3) after the
effective date of the regulation.
While Respondent is not being held responsible for a failure to utilize the waiver
regulation, he knew or should have known of its publication as a proposed and final rule
and taken appropriate action. When the proposed rule was first published, he was on
notice that the Department was considering the procedures for obtaining exemptions from
regulatory requirements where an " innovative financing proposal" was involved. Those
procedures included written action at the Secretarial level. It is contrary to an assertion
of reasonable reliance that Respondent failed to write to Headquarters to ascertain the
ramifications the new regulation would have on his use of the financing program.
It should be noted that the Department is far from blameless for its part in the
events which led to formulation and implementation of the Mid-South financing program.
The Department' s complicity is evident. It began with the HUD Columbia Office' s
approval of the financing program, including its having based that approval on the advice
of a Headquarters employee rather than a high-level official and the inexplicable failure by
the head of that office to take timely action regarding that program. It continued
through the Columbia Office' s disregard of the memorandum from Headquarters advising
of the impropriety of the program.
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Mr. Garvin explained the program in sufficient detail that Messrs. DesChamps and
Granat and Ms. Studer should have recognized that the program violated the Rule of
Seven. Mr. Corley knew that the program was being used and went so far as to tell
another builder that Headquarters approved of its use. Mr. Corley either did not inquire
as to the exact source and medium of that approval or was told that it was oral approval
from a staff employee and viewed that as sufficient. A s discussed infra, the HUD
Columbia Office, if for no other reason than self-protection, should have sought written
approval from appropriate high-level officials at Headquarters.
Despite the fact that the HUD Columbia Office had been receiving applications
from Mid-South in bulk by the bus-load, that the employee responsible for processing the
applications was " keeping score" to make sure no applicant owned more than seven
properties, and that Mr. Garvin was corresponding with HUD requesting " substitution" of
applicants, it was not until after the Director of Housing and Mr. Granat went out into the
field that they became concerned. Even then, they were concerned with the extent to
which the program had been implemented rather than the nature of the financing program
itself.
Perhaps most troubling is that Mr. Corley should have, but did not, order his
employees to hold in abeyance any applications submitted pursuant to the Mid-South
financing program pending appropriate Headquarters' action. Instead, he belatedly
requested guidance and advice from the appropriate official at Headquarters concerning
the " proposed" financing program. That request was misleading, and demonstrated the
HUD Columbia' s Office' s attempt to hide the fact that it had been approving applications
submitted pursuant to the Mid-South financing program all along. The failure to
acknowledge that the program had already been implemented was only exacerbated by
Mr. Corley' s staff' s continued issuance of final commitments where conditional
commitments had been issued despite having been advised that the " proposed" program
was impermissible.

VII.
HUD regulations provide that " [ t] he existence of a cause for debarment...does not
necessarily require that the person be debarred; the seriousness of the person' s acts or
omissions and any mitigating factors shall be considered in making any debarment
decision. 24 CFR 24.300. 56 Respondent' s acts were serious because they placed at risk
56

Similarly, the HUD regulations regarding LDPs provide that " [ i] n each case...the decision to order a
limited denial of participation shall be discretionary and in the best interests of the Government." 24 CFR
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a large number of properties and a great deal of public funds. Further, through use of
the Mid-South financing program, Respondent caused others to submit false statements on
official government documents on his behalf.
Despite the seriousness of Respondent' s acts, however, mitigating factors exist
which weigh against imposition of an indefinite debarment as requested by the
Department. While use of the Mid-South financing program was improper and involved
making false statements on the applications, there is no evidence of any intent to deceive
the Department; most of the relevant facts were indeed disclosed to the HUD Columbia
Office and a Headquarters employee. Thus, in obtaining mortgage insurance through the
wrong program, Respondent did not defraud the government. Indeed, the United States
A ttorney declined criminal prosecution of Respondent because of lack of intent to commit
a crime. The only intent the prosecutor found was " to take advantage of a financing
situation allowed by HUD officials for projects not feasible for conventional financing."
The lack of criminal intent, including an intent to defraud the government, militates
against a period of debarment for 3 years or more. Under the circumstances, such a
debarment would serve no legitimate purpose and, therefore, would be punitive.
Respondent did not conceive the Mid-South financing program: he simply saw and
took advantage of a " good thing" that was already working for Mr. Garvin. Moreover,
the program was not designed to fail; Respondent did not partake of the program to cheat
the government out of money. A lthough Respondent was able to " pull out" excess
mortgage proceeds, his corporation and the syndicate covered substantial operating
deficits for several years, which essentially had the effect of " subsidizing" the rental
property. Unfortunately for Respondent, his and Mr. Garvin' s market assumptions were
not realized. This prevented Respondent from ultimately selling the properties as single
family housing and led to the defaults.
Most importantly, the extent to which Respondent genuinely cooperated with HUD
to try work out his financial dilemma and avoid foreclosure weighs very heavily in his
favor. His efforts in this regard were herculean and beyond reproach; between 1986 and
1988, Respondent negotiated with HUD over a possible work-out. (Tr. p. 834) He
traveled to Washington, D.C. many times during that period and spent thousands of
dollars in air fare. (Tr. p. 835) It was the Respondent who contacted HUD before the
defaults occurred to discuss the problems and who went to extraordinary efforts to save
the properties involved. In fact, the former A ssistant Secretary for Housing/ FHA
Commissioner praised Respondent for his efforts and cooperation in exploring various
alternatives to foreclosure. (R. Ex. XX, p. 37)
24.700.
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Respondent' s cooperation in this regard is only further enhanced by the undisputed
evidence of his reputation for truth and veracity among reputable lenders in the
community and of his exemplary performance as a builder and manager of housing
projects. Until his defaults in this case, Respondent had never defaulted on any
properties in his 28 years in the real estate business. Further, Respondent convincingly
testified that:
this thing has been one of the most traumatic experiences in my life, it' s
ruined my reputation. It was in the paper, newspapers....Of greatest
significance...is I can' t do any more business with HUD.
(Tr. p. 842) Thus, Respondent appeared to genuinely regret the situation in which he
placed himself.
A nother factor which weighs in favor of mitigation is the passage of time.
Respondent' s acts at issue took place in 1982 and 1983; the LDP was issued and
debarment proposed in 1989. By the time those actions were taken, the programs had
been changed by statute to eliminate the " investor program" for single family mortgages.
Nonetheless, a debarment for a meaningful period is necessary to deter Respondent
and others from acting similarly in the future. A s a seasoned businessman well-versed in
the single family and multifamily housing programs, Respondent knew or should have
known that the financing program was improper. He should have taken the necessary
measures to obtain appropriate Departmental clearance on his own behalf.
A s stated by Justice Holmes in Rock Island, A . & L. R. Co. v. United States, 254
U.S. 141, 143 (1920), " [ m] en must turn square corners when they deal with the
Government." A lthough Respondent' s personal honesty and integrity have not been
implicated in his use of the financing program, by blindly following Mr. Garvin' s financing
program, his exercise of prudent business judgment has been called into question. A
debarment of some length is warranted to impress upon Respondent that he must act
prudently when dealing with the government and to send a message to those who deal
with the government that they, too, must act prudently in similar circumstances.
I find that Respondent should be debarred for a period of 18 months, beginning
on June 19, 1989, the date on which the LDP was imposed. A debarment for 18
months is a serious sanction, commensurate with the seriousness of his acts. In light of
the mitigating circumstances discussed above, however, a greater debarment period would
be punitive.
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Conclusion and Order
Upon consideration of the entire record in this matter, I conclude that the Limited
Denial of Participation of Robert Gordon Darby is supported by adequate evidence. I
also conclude that its duration of 1 year is appropriate to protect the public fisc and is in
the public interest.
Upon consideration of the public interest and the entire record in this matter, I
conclude that good cause exists to debar Ronald Gordon Darby, and his affiliates, Darby
Development Company, Inc., Darby Realty Company, Darby Management Company,
Inc., MD Investment, Parkbrook A cres A ssociates and Parkbrook Developers, from further
participation in primary covered transactions and lower tier covered transactions as either
participants or principals at HUD and throughout the Executive Branch of the Federal
Government and from participating in procurement contracts with HUD for a period of
18 months to run from June 19, 1989, the date of his limited denial of part icipation, to
and including December 19, 1990.

________________________
William C. Cregar
A dministrative Law Judge
Dated: A pril 13, 1990
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